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Letters to the Editor

To the Editor:
I am writing in response to the note about
organized sub-fields in the recent issue of PS.
My purpose, however, is not to suggest the
name of convenors but to register my very
strong opposition to the whole project.

The move at the August 1976 Executive Com-
mittee meeting to seek greater clarity and
continuity in the program sections and to
increase participation in defining panel topics
reminds me of nothing so much as the indecent
haste with which the U.S. Congress moved for
the adoption of the 22nd Amendment limiting
the terms of the president. The Congressional
action was clearly a backlash against the four
terms of Franklin D. Roosevelt. I view the
move towards permanent sections as still
another backlash: this time against the 1976
program. Let me say immediately that I was
probably as upset as many by the topics, the
general tone, and the overall muckraking qual-
ity of the "bicentennial" happening. But with
the specter of permanent sections stalking the
APSA I'd rather have an occasional 1976
program than the "clarity and continuity" that
the permanent sections would provide. No
doubt, these sections would have memberships
with overlapping terms so that at any one point
the barbarians could be kept safely at bay. The
sections would become largely self-appointed
guardians of what is acceptable work and where
before the discontinuity in the program or-
ganization produced at least some variations,
the permanent sections will still further en-
trench those that are already entrenched and
the sub-fields will be dominated by so many
orthodoxies proclaimed in the name of "clarity
and continuity."

I could possibly envisage sub-field sections that
engage in various activities appropriate to the
sub-field, but these same organizations should
not at the same time control the program. As I
reflect on the potential for mischief of the
proposed sub-fields I consider the price of an
occasional non-establishment convention pro-
gram small indeed. In fact, even without the aid
of the sub-fields the 1977 program already
looks like the familiar fare of previous years.
Has it occurred to those responsible for the
annual meeting programs to ask why the
proliferation of groups arranging panels outside
the regular framework? To be sure, more
people than ever want to be listed as presenting
papers, for reasons too obvious for me to spell
out. Rather, these groups proliferate because

the standard fare of the official program does
not meet the needs of substantial portions of
the practicing profession. All the creation of
the sub-fields and their potential control over
sections of the program will accomplish is to
drive still others into the non-traditional chan-
nels. Perhaps that is exactly what the pro-
ponents of the sub-fields hope to achieve. As
the little boy tearfully said to Shoeless Jackson
after the Black Sox scandal had broken: "Tell
me it ain't so!"

Alfred Diamant
Indiana University

To the Editor:
Nicholas Henry has provided readers of PS with
a helpful first look at the new copyright law in
the Winter 1977 issue, but as he admits, his
review is "extremely selective." Here I should
like to supplement his "all-too-brief" summary
by highlighting aspects of the law that he
neglected to mention or did not emphasize
sufficiently.

First, however, I want to question the advice he
offers to scholars who present papers at confer-
ences and the interpretation of the law on
which he bases that advice. Holding that such
papers would be regarded under the new law as
instances of "performance" rather than "pub-
lication," he recommends that the words "lim-
ited publication for comment and criticism" be
typed on the papers in order to prevent them
"from entering the public domain." Now the
very worst thing one could do, I should think,
would be to use the word "publication": a
"limited" publication is a publication nonethe-
less! A murderer cannot escape the legal conse-
quences of his act by confessing to only a
"l i t t le" murder. A better word to use, surely,
would be "circulation," which at least has the
virtue of entailing no direct legal consequences.
But, beyond that, it is simply wrong to suggest
that lack of such a notice would place the
manuscript in the public domain. If it were
truly possible to regard the work as unpub-
lished, as Mr. Henry seems to think, there is no
way that it could fall into the public domain
because no notice of any kind is required for
protection of the copyright in an unpublished
work for the full statutory period of the
author's life plus fifty years. And if it were to
be treated as a published work, as I think it
probably would be in some circumstances,
copyright protection would not be forfeited
unless the author failed to register the work and
did not attempt to add a proper copyright
notice to all the copies distributed in the U.S.
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within five years after publication—a generous
allowance of time for remedying an error. One
major difference between the new law and the
old, indeed, is that it will be very difficult to
lose or invalidate copyright beginning in 1978
whereas it could easily happen before merely
by accident. But why should conference papers
be considered published works? Well, at least at
the national APSA meeting, and probably at
other meetings too, papers are offered for sale
to the public, and this circumstance alone
should be sufficient to render them "pub-
lished" under the law. It would be safer, then,
whether or not a paper would be considered
legally "published" if presented at a confer-
ence, to include a copyright notice on it than to
use any other kind of notice at all. After all,
what is sacrificed by treating it as published?
Nothing, essentially, for the term of copyright
is the same under the new law for published
and unpublished works, and registration is
required for both as a prerequisite to filing a
suit for infringement.

This reference to registration brings me to what
I want to say in supplementing Mr. Henry's
remarks. He did not point out just what role
registration plays under the new law and why it
is important for authors, even of unpublished
works, to be aware of the law's requirements.
In the past common law afforded protection to
authors of unpublished works for an indefinite
period without requiring them to take any
action at all to secure full protection. Under the
new law authors of such works have to register
them with the Copyright Office if they want to
be in a position to recover statutory damages
(which can amount to as much as $50,000) as
well as actual damages for infringement; and
this is important because actual damages are
often very difficult to prove in copyright cases.
Of course, published works also have to be
registered to gain full protection of this kind,
but normally (except when sale constitutes
publication as in the conference situation men-
tioned above) registration will be taken care of
by whoever publishes the work rather than the
author.

On the vexed question of photocopying, which
despite the codification of the principles of fair
use that the new law contains will continue to
be a source of controversy and differing inter-
pretation, Mr. Henry does not sufficiently
emphasize the protection that the law affords
teachers (and librarians) against innocent in-
fringements. He says that "if a copyright owner
can show that his or her work's potential
profits have been affected, then the user prob-
ably is in violation of copyright." Now, besides
mentioning that effects on a work's potential
market (which is not the same as "potential
profits") are frequently hard to demonstrate
conclusively, it is also worth noting that the law
imposes the burden of proof on the copyright
owner for showing a teacher not to have acted
in good faith where he or she infringed a
copyright while claiming to believe the use
made of the copyrighted work to be "fair"
under the provisions of the law. On the other

hand, the legislative record accompanying the
law, in the form of the House committee
report, recognizes a set of guidelines for class-
room copying endorsed by organizations repre-
senting authors, publishers, and educators as "a
reasonable interpretation of the minimum stan-
dards of fair use." Teachers can be certain of
acting within the law when they follow these
guidelines; going beyond them, they take a risk
of violating copyright. The courts will no doubt
place great weight on these guidelines in render-
ing decisions in copyright cases. It is therefore
important for teachers to familiarize themselves
with them. They are printed, along with other
useful information, in a booklet entitled Ex-
plaining the New Copyright Law: A Guide to
Legitimate Photocopying of Copyrighted Ma-
terials available from the Association of Ameri-
can Publishers, 1707 L Street, Suite 480,
Washington, D.C. 20036.

Another feature of the new law that Mr. Henry
should have stressed but unaccountably did
not, despite his awareness of the APSA's
concern about reprint rights, is that the author
of an article in a journal or other collective
work (such as a symposium volume or anthol-
ogy) is presumed to have transferred only the
first serial rights and a very restricted reprint
right to the publisher in the absence of any
written agreement providing otherwise. Hence-
forth a publisher will not have any right to
revise the article or include it in an anthology
or license any other publisher to translate or
use it in any way unless a written agreement
with the author explicitly gives the publisher
such a right. Copyright is considered divisible
under the new law, and an author can decide
just what rights he or she wants to yield to the
publisher. If the author does not grant the
publisher any rights beyond those that the mere
act of publication of a collective work entails, it
would be wise for the author to insist on the
inclusion of a copyright notice in his or her
name on the first page of the article; for,
otherwise, the article will be considered as
printed with an error in the notice. The
predictable response of publishers of journals
and other collective works in light of this
provision of the new law will be to devise
contracts for each contributor to the collective
work to sign. But this development should be
welcomed by authors, for it will formalize what
has hitherto often been a very informal and
uncertain relationship between publisher and
authors of a collective work. No longer need
authors find out after the fact that certain
assumptions they made about reprinting and
the like were not shared by their publisher.
Everything will be in writing from the start, and
authors and publishers will both know when
they have grounds for justifiable complaint.

Yet another way in which the new law rein-
forces the author's position vis-a-vis the publish-
er is the right it gives him or her to terminate a
transfer of any or all rights in a work after a
specified period of time. Unlike the old law, the
new law prevents an author from waiving or
contracting away this right in advance. Thus it
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ensures an author (or his heirs) of the oppor-
tunity to renegotiate an agreement that may
originally have been disadvantageous to the
author or may have become inequitable in view
of the work's unforeseen success. However,
unlike the old law, under which the reversion of
rights happened automatically if not assigned in
advance, the new law requires that the author
wishing to retrieve any rights take positive
action to do so by serving notice on the
publisher within a given period of time before
the termination is to become effective.

In these and other respects the Copyright Act
of 1976 marks what Register of Copyrights
Barbara Ringer has called "a fundamental shift
in our copyright philosophy" away from the
publisher toward the author as the primary
source and beneficiary of copyright. Political
scientists as authors and as teachers and re-
searchers, too, have much to be thankful for in
greeting the dawn of a new era in copyright.
Their lives should be easier and more rewarding
in many ways as a result of the miracle that
Congress (with the help and advice of many
others) has worked in bringing this long-awaited
act into being at last.

Sanford G. Thatcher
Chairman, Copyright Committee

Association of American University Presses

To the Editor:
For the second year in a row the University of
Missouri-St. Louis was omitted from the list of
Data on Women in Departments r-f Political
Science. Again, we did not receive c. question-
naire. Last year you were kind enough to print
the information in a later issue of PS. The data
is as follows:

Full Associate
M W M W

Assistant
V: W

Graduate Students

Number of
Students in

M.A. Program

M W

Total V .A.
Degrees to
Women in

Last 3 Years

W

69 17

Lyman Towar Sargent
Professor and Chairperson

University of Missouri-St. Louis

The international Political Science Association
Invitation to Membership-1977

The International Political Science Association welcomes political scientists
as members. The Association, founded in 1949, is composed of three cate-
gories of members: individuals, institutions, and national associations.

Membership in the Association of $6.00 a year entitles members to receive
the Newsletter giving information about IPSA activities and meetings; to
purchase material published under IPSA auspices - including the Inter-
national Bibliography of Political Science, published annually by Stevens in
London and sets of papers submitted at IPSA meetings at reduced cost; and
to register at IPSA meetings at lower rates.

Individual members are entitled also to receive at lower rates either the
International Political Science Abstracts published bi-monthly by the Associ-
ation itself or the International Social Science Journal, the quarterly organ of
the Department of Social Sciences of UNESCO. To join the Association send
your name and check to the International Political Science Association,
General Secretariat, Department of Political Science, University of Ottawa,
Ottawa, Canada K1N 6N5.
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r A penetrating and fascinating study of Korea,
its history and its politics.

KOREAN
PHOENIX:
A Nation from the Ashes
By Michael Keon

Park Chung Hee
South Korea's leader
since 7967

Here is the just-published story of the heroic survival of a
people constantly beset by larger nations bent on domina-
tion. Far East expert Michael Keon illuminates the effect
of the past upon the present... traces the role of dynamic
leadership under President Park Chung Hee in the moderni-
zation of a nation... and shows how the new Korea has,
Phoenix-like, risen triumphantly from its own ashes.

ISBN 0-13-516823-6 240 pp. Cloth bound $10.00

Prentice/Hall International
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey 07632
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